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Tony Lowe, the master of melodic prog and ethereal atmospheres, returns to tickle our ears with a new
opus from the ESP Project, Anarchic Curves. In the previous and excellent Phenomena, Damien
Child was on vocals. In Anarchic Curves, lyrics and vocals are by Peter Coyle

The start, “Luminous”, calm and melodious, gives through its lyrics a fabulous recapitulation of the
great old prog artists – I'll let you list them. And then suddenly, in the middle, the affair accelerates into
an irresistible jazz funk. Luminous! "Still Lives Of John Lennon" is a superb new melody, this time
carried by a leaping bass line. We will hear the excellent chorus several times.

Darker and abrupt, "Cogs" does not contain less very melodious passages à la Barclay James
Harvest. The instrumental conclusion lets the guitar sing for a while before a few chords on sounds of
strings and choirs.

We gladly let ourselves be lulled by the slow tempo of "The Dead Dark of Lollipops" , until drums and
bass bring a little animation to a song that will remain imperturbably calm. Nicely balanced, "Invisible
Ricochets" announces without warning that today is Van der Graaf's day. You can not make that up
! We easily get caught up in these ricochets

"Shoreless" leaves the beautiful melodic lines for a slightly robotic and disembodied vocals, all on a fast
rhythm and a buzzing and haunting bass. The music of the Machines rather than that of the Spheres…
The first notes of “Moondust” seem to bring some light, but very quickly a new slow tempo and a
melancholic song are put in place. On the reference side, this time you have to look at painting
( Matisse, Picasso ) and cinema ( Fellini, Kubrick, Hitchcock ). Not to mention the famous goo goo ga
jub from the Beatles ' enigmatic I'm The Walrus. As for the Siberian Khatru you won’t learn more …
Without doubt one of the peaks of the album!

In the pure style of BJH's immortal ballads, "Entangled Stories" is the triumph of a melodic and
harmonic art that takes you irresistibly to an elsewhere, as if obvious! Magical!

All in sound delicacy, Anarchic Curves (*) is a captivating album from start to finish, musical charm in its
purest form!

Group formation Tony Lowe: guitars, keyboards - Peter Coyle: vocals - Pete Clark: bass - Dave Etheridge:
drums - With: - Peter Coyle: keyboards - Cheryl Stringall: keyboards
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